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We drive up South Africa’s Western Cape toward the city of
Atlantis. Cows graze along the roadside, then a herd of sheep.
Patches of sand begin to mottle the landscape. Rows of euca-
lyptus trees line the final stretch that leads us to a slew of cars
and trucks at base camp. We board a Toyota 4x4 and head
down a dirt road lush with tangled shrubs. The tires’ traction

The End 
and theBeginningBeginning

AC visits the South Africa set of 
Good Omens, where Gavin Finney, BSC

and director Douglas Mackinnon
collaborate under the guidance of
writer-showrunner Neil Gaiman

By Andrew Fish

starts to give way as the road’s surface turns to powder. We
emerge from the brush into a sea of sprawling stark-white
sand dunes. On this summer day in February, our driver navi-
gates the hills and slopes of the snow-like terrain. Coming into
view just beyond a low-lying peak is the Garden of Eden. 
           We step off the vehicle and onto the set of Good Omens,
a six-episode Amazon/BBC original miniseries — based on
the novel by Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman — directed by
Douglas Mackinnon and shot by Gavin Finney, BSC.
Hopscotching through history and across the globe, the story
has stopped here to capture a few pivotal machinations of an
angel (Michael Sheen) and a demon (David Tennant) —
specifically their maneuverings at the dawn of humanity and
just moments before the coming of the End Times. 
           Heading on foot toward the camera setups, we spot
Gaiman himself, clad in black. We join him beneath a tent
teeming with busy crewmembers. “One of the things that was
most fascinating to me when I came out here with Douglas



was that we couldn’t necessarily decide
where we were going to shoot, because
the wind reshapes the dunes,” says the
celebrated author, who also serves as
writer and showrunner for this irrever-
ently comic take on the nature of good,
evil and all humankind. “Everything
here can be reshaped by one big wind.
It all moves around.
           “The weirdest thing about Good
Omens is everything is always differ-
ent,” he adds. “Yesterday we started
out with the crucifixion, and then we
got to do Noah’s Ark, and today we’ve
got a ‘time bubble’ and the Garden of
Eden. Later on this week we have revo-
lutionary France and ancient Rome,
and we have a church in England
during the Blitz that we’re going to film
as if it was a 1940s spy thriller. There’s
an awful lot of stuff that I wrote [that I
expected] quite casually [would] be
knocked back viciously, but what is so
great about watching what Gavin and
Douglas are doing, is they go big. And
places where I expected them to go,
‘Oh, you can’t do that’ — they do it!” 
           Gaiman pauses and points into
the distance. “Turn around quickly,” he
says. “When the light hits the dunes,
you get these strange and wonderful
effects as different ones glow. You see
the contours.”
           The director then stops by to say
hello, which prompts Gaiman to turn to
us and slyly note, “Anyway, as I was
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saying, Douglas and Gavin like it when
I frame the shots.” With a grin,
Mackinnon responds, “And he likes it
when I write scenes. It’s the same sort of
‘like.’”
           After some laughter, Gaiman
concedes, “This is Douglas and Gavin’s
show in terms of what you’re seeing,
and most of the discussions I had with
them came long before — [along] with
Michael Ralph, our production
designer, who is astonishing.”
           When asked how the show main-
tains a consistent look amid all the
disparate genres, Mackinnon gestures
toward Gaiman and amiably replies,
“The thing that keeps it cohesive is the
storytelling from ‘his lordship.’ And
from the Good Omens book written by
Terry and Neil — I’ve got a tattered

t Secretly close friends, the angel Aziraphale (Michael Sheen, left) and the demon Crowley (David Tennant, right) shirk their duty to usher in the apocalypse, and instead
strive to sway the antichrist (Sam Taylor Buck) to spare humanity in the Amazon/BBC miniseries Good Omens. pt Tennant (red shirt), writer-showrunner Neil Gaiman

(black shirt) and cinematographer Gavin Finney, BSC (white shirt) share a laugh on set. pu Director Douglas Mackinnon (right) and actors Michael McKean and Miranda
Richardson enjoy their own lighthearted moment.

          The lead-in to the desert-based
time-bubble scene is a crane shot that
launches straight up from Crowley as he
performs an impassioned conjuration. It
was captured in the U.K. at RAF Upper
Heyford, a Royal Air Force station, “which is
probably the single dreariest spot on
Earth,” Gaiman offers. “We were about a
day, maybe two days out, and we didn’t
know if there was time to shoot [the time-
bubble sequence] — and we needed to do
something to break this up as well, because
we have been here for 16 pages.
          “So I said to Douglas,” he continues,
“‘Is there anywhere else we could do it?
We’re essentially almost in their minds.’
And Douglas said, ‘Actually, there’s this
amazing location that we scouted for the
desert outside Eden — the wilderness that

Adam and Eve are cast
out into.’ And I said,
‘That would be
perfect, because it’s a
hark back to the open-
ing scenes.’ And we
didn’t get time to
shoot it [in the U.K.],
as we knew that we
wouldn’t. It made life
easier for everybody,
and it meant that
young Sam, our 12-
year-old lead, actually
got an extra trip to
South Africa.”
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copy in my bag that I’ve been carrying
about for nearly a year now. I actually
gave up very early [on the idea] that
there had to be one look for the show.
The look is somehow going to bleed out
from all of us, and it’s about trusting
and having faith in that, rather than
trying to impose a set of rules.” Gaiman
adds, “We are creating six hours of tele-

vision, and I think it’s only fair to say
that no 10 minutes looks like any other
10 minutes.”
           Lamenting the absence of
Pratchett, his co-author, who passed
away in 2015, Gaiman notes, “I don’t
ever not think about what Terry would
be thinking. ... I [sometimes] just say,
‘Why aren’t you here?’ I love that Rob
Wilkins, who was Terry’s assistant for
years — his Man Friday — is out here.
Terry is always being represented on
the set by Rob, and that means a lot.”
           Gaiman then points out another
significant sight. “And there, walking
by, is David in wings,” he says, as
Tennant heads toward set sporting a
blazer specially outfitted with a pair of
truncated feathered wings extending
about 11⁄2' above his shoulders, each
wing terminating with a green ball.
Gaiman explains that the shoulder
rigging is in place “because CGI wings
tend to look a bit rubbish, and one
reason [for that] is they never actually
match up with the body movements of

the person. We [use] these shoulder-
blade pinions as information for our
effects guys, so the CGI wings will
move naturally with the bodies. And I
think it makes a lot more sense than
trying to put giant wings on, as
anybody who has seen Flash Gordon
[can attest].” We’re pretty sure Gaiman
is trolling us when he adds, “It doesn’t
even work for Brian Blessed.”
           We depart down the shallow
slope of a dune toward the enclosed
tent that houses video village. Producer
Paul Frift extends a cordial greeting.
“Welcome to Atlantis,” he says. 
           It’s day 84 of the production’s 109
days of principal photography. We look
out into the sandy expanse, amid which
a rehearsal for the “time bubble” scene
is in process under overcast skies. The
angel Aziraphale (Sheen, holding a
sword whose green blade will later be
replaced with flaming steel) and the
demon Crowley (Tennant, holding a tire
iron) are communing with 11-year-old
antichrist Adam Young (Sam Taylor

The End and the Beginning
u A panoramic view of

the sets and gear at
the sand dunes in

Atlantis, South Africa.
q & qu The

orientation of the set
for the hole in the wall
of the Garden of Eden
was determined with

the assistance of
Chemical Wedding’s
Helios sun-tracking

software. “That’s the
thing about sun

plotting and logistics —
it’s clockwork,” Finney

submits. “You know
what’s going to

happen, and then it’s
about bringing in the

tools to control it.

TECH SPECS
2.39:1

Digital Capture

Arri Alexa SXT, Mini, Arriflex D-21
(modified for hand-crank capture);
Panasonic Lumix GH4 (for some of
the production’s drone work)

Leitz Leica Summilux-C,
Arri/Fujinon Alura zooms,
Arri/Zeiss 8R rectilinear

      



Buck) in an otherworldly void — i.e.,
this desert — and the stakes couldn’t be
higher. The sequence takes place near
the end of the tale, and is one of only
two scenes, we’re told, in which the
two protagonists reveal their true
forms. The meaning of something else
that Gaiman told us — “On the day
that an angel gets their wings, that is
the day to be here” — becomes a bit
more clear.
           On the opposite side of the tent
from where we’re standing, an Arri
Alexa SXT is mounted to a
SuperTechno 50 crane on the back of a
Mitsubishi flatbed truck, whose tires
have been deflated to a low PSI to help
with traction. The camera is set to
capture a 2.39:1 image to ProRes 4K
UHD — the standard for this produc-
tion — via the wide end of an
Arri/Fujinon Alura 15.5-45mm (T2.8)
zoom. The crane is retracted and the
camera faces down toward the sand.
When action is called, the crane presses
forward and concurrently tilts up the
camera to aim it straight ahead, then
continues extending to push in on the
trio. With the camera now locked, the
dialogue is played through, after which
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          Scenes at a Soho
cross street, which
included interiors at
Aziraphale’s bookshop,
were shot at Bovingdon
Airfield in Hertfordshire
— a former World War II
Royal and U.S. Air Force
base — in December,
when daylight ended
before 4 p.m. To extend
shooting days for daytime
scenes, gaffer Andy Bailey
and his crew “rigged six
21-foot hybrid helium
balloons, all on cranes,”
Finney says. “And then
two more cranes with two 18Ks on each one of them. We could shoot down every
street, and [inside and outside]. It meant that rather than be panicked into complet-
ing the day’s work before 3:30, we could just ‘relax’ — and as the daylight faded, we
turned all the balloons on, and that segued into a night-for-day.” Mackinnon
attests, “Gavin handed me full, proper days for filming.”
          Describing an unexpected challenge, the filmmakers note that they had
planned for wind and rain on this set, “but we knew it wouldn’t snow,” the director
recalls. “Then it did. It was the heaviest December snowfall in England in about 12
years.” Finney adds, “It was the day after we’d pre-lit everything. And then a snow-
plow that they brought in to clear it took out the main electricity panel and deflated
all our balloon lighting. We had a day to clear the snow and rebuild everything.
That’s when you find out how good your lighting crew is — and they were superb!”
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the actors are called upon to reposition.
           First AD Francesco Reidy
explains that this staging change
involves bringing Tennant slightly
downhill, so he and Sheen are on an
equal plane. “We need to take it off the
slope,” Reidy says. With the actors in
their new positions, the SuperTechno

rig backs up to accommodate. Armed
with brooms, crewmembers sweep the
sand to remove footprints. 
           Peeking into video village, we
see from the 25" Flanders Scientific
OLED monitors that the production is
currently shooting at 25 fps and EI 800,
and with a 180-degree shutter. Gaiman,

Mackinnon, Finney and others keep
watch on the action from here. Finney
later notes that he “tends to move
between a small monitor near the main
camera and video village.” Behind the
tent is an additional viewing station
outfitted with 17" HD monitors, where
we check back periodically to note the
framing. We’re told that Atomos
Shogun Inferno monitors are used by
the filmmakers for “more mobile play-
back” as well.
           Action is called for a proper take
of this push-in to a three-shot. The
crane performs its tilt-and-surge
motion. “You won’t have long to do
whatever you’re going to do,” we hear
Crowley say to Adam. The filmmakers
run another few takes, after which a
silver ball, gray ball and Macbeth color-
checker card are brought in to be
captured for visual-effects reference. 
           As the crew resets, Mackinnon
introduces us to the cinematographer,
who’s working with the camera crew to
set up for the closer shots. We ask him
about continuity challenges when
shooting midday on a wide-open land-
scape like this. “The clouds are some-
thing I’m used to, coming from
Britain,” says the cinematographer,
who’s known for his work on such tele-
vision productions as Wolf Hall and
Unforgotten. “It doesn’t faze me, and in
fact it works here. We knew when we

A Steadicam-mounted
MK-V Omega-system

auto-leveling
revolution “AR” rig —

operated by Matt
Fisher (u) — and a

Technocrane on an off-
road vehicle with a
self-leveling column

were primary tools for
“getting that motion
that Douglas wanted

as a thread throughout
the whole

[production] — that
kinetic energy,” Finney
says. “We used cable-
cam in the woods as

well (uu), so we
could fly the camera in

through the trees.”

The End and the Beginning

          When the cast was shown a sizzle reel about six weeks into production, “I
think suddenly everyone kind of ‘got it,’” actor David Tennant notes. “Because,
tonally, [Good Omens is] quite difficult to pinpoint.” With its mix of fantasy and
satire, the show can be described as “a drama, or a comedy, or actually a genre all
on its own,” he adds. “It’s quite hard to name. And it’s also quite hard to know what
you’re in. I think we were all quite relieved to see [the reel]. You suddenly saw the
surety of purpose that Douglas and Gavin had. The reel gave us a handle on what
it needed to be, and the range of styles that they needed to corral into telling this
very particular story.”
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were [planning] this that the sun would
be high in the sky, and for that, it was
fine to get this almost seamless white.
The sun is coming out slightly now, so
I’m going to have a [silk], just for the
actors. Whereas when we’re shooting
the dunes for [the biblical characters]
Adam and Eve, it will be later in the
day, and we’ll get the dunes carved out
and contoured.
           “These dunes will also be used
for the outside of the Garden of Eden,”
the cinematographer elaborates, as he
gestures in a westerly direction toward
a diorama-like patch of greenery placed
against a set of wooden double walls.
“That’s what those two set-walls are. So
when Adam and Eve are expelled from

the garden, this is what we see — just
desert and danger.”
           It becomes apparent that we
showed up not only for the end of Good
Omens, but the very beginning as well.
           Mackinnon, who’s also helmed
on such shows as Sherlock and Doctor
Who, gives us a look at the Garden of
Eden build. He notes that he and
Finney “both trained at the [National
Film and Television School in the U.K.],
so we have a cinematic sensibility, we
think. And a moment like this is very
cinematic on it’s own — I mean, it’s the
Garden of Eden, and it’s Adam and Eve
leaving, so how can we make that cine-
matic?” 
           He then shows us the large hole
in the brick-facade wall where the
greenery ends — through which, at 7:15
p.m. tonight, the sun will be “right bang
in the middle,” Finney later tells us. The
cinematographer adds that he had
scouted the dunes “at sunrise and
sunset to see what the best time to shoot
was. We decided sunset would be
better, so I went again at sunset to line

up the set so that it was perfect for
where the sun was going to be. And
then I shot photographs of that, and
sent them to Douglas so he could see
exactly how it was going to look.
           “I took shots through [Chemical
Wedding’s] Helios sun-tracking soft-
ware, so I knew exactly what time we’d
need to be there to get those shots,”
Finney continues. “I tend to make sure
I’m physically [at the site], so I’ve actu-
ally seen it happen at the predicted
time.” He adds with a laugh,
“Especially when I’m telling people to
build a very heavy set that you can’t
move.
           “Douglas is one of the only direc-
tors I know who also uses sun-tracking
software whenever he scouts a loca-
tion,” Finney adds. “He’s automatically
thinking about the best direction to
shoot each location — and we’d often
stand there, both facing the same direc-
tion, saying, ‘That’s where we want to
shoot at 4 p.m. in two months’ time!’
Throughout the shoot, Douglas would
always give me the time to find — and,

The End and the Beginning

          “We work a lot out [on the scouts],
but we work it out with the freedom to
change it on the day. You can’t be too
locked down. You have to have a plan, but
you have to have a plan that’s flexible.”

— Gavin Finney, BSC

Fisher operates the AR rig in a fiery blaze.
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if necessary, wait for — the best light for the
scene.”
           “The thing that we rely on more than
anything else is our eyes,” offers Mackinnon, who
has reteamed with Finney on Good Omens after
working with him some time back on Gentlemen’s
Relish and The Flying Scotsman. “I think people
underestimate [the power of the] eyes. And when
I’m working with Gavin, it feels like our eyes are
the same eyes — we’re looking at the same thing.
When we arrive at a place, I don’t have to go, ‘I
think it’s over here.’ That feeling is past collabora-
tion and moves into instinct.”
           Now that the sun is out, the crew sets up

The End and the Beginning

u Aziraphale meets with
Archangel Gabriel (Jon
Hamm) at the Heaven

offices. qu Arri
SkyPanels were called

upon to light through the
Heaven set’s frosted-glass
windows. q “The whole
point of Hell is it’s all a

bit s---,” Gaiman quips. “If
Heaven is the top of a

beautiful, pristine
skyscraper, Hell is the

offices in the basement.”
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duced for select angles. One Alexa is
fitted with a Leica Summilux-C prime
lens and mounted on sticks, while the
other is paired with a Summilux-C and
mounted to an MK-V Omega-system
auto-leveling revolution rig on a Nexus
sled — colloquially known as an Alien
Revolution rig — which is in turn
affixed to a Steadicam. Finney explains
that this MK-V “AR” system “gives you
a third axis on the camera. It lets you go

from very low to very high, so you can
swoop over objects. We [would go]
from close to wide, [and shift from]
low-angle to high-angle. It looks fantas-
tic. The Technocrane, which pushed in
all the time, and the AR rig on the
Steadicam [created] the signature look
of Good Omens.” Regarding A-camera
operator Matt Fisher’s prolific use of
the AR rig, Finney notes with a laugh. “I
don’t think he ever did a Steadicam

shot without it.”
          In regard to maintaining
a sharp image amid ongoing
camera movement, Finney
adds, “My hat goes off to our
focus pullers, whose job is
getting harder and harder.
They have their own hi-def
monitors attached to their
controls, which are useful, but
mostly it’s done by feel. It was
always a difficult job, [but
with] high definition — and
now 4K —  [as well as] large
sensors and fast, sharp,
modern lenses, you’ve got

The End and the Beginning

frames of Half Grid and blackout mate-
rial, and the closer shots are captured.
While the silk is used to filter the
sunlight, “the blackout is to give some
shape,” Finney explains. “Either to kill
the bounce off the sand, which is quite
strong, or to come in quite close on the
side to give some contrast to the image.
Basically, it’s using big flags to shape
and control the light.”
           A greenscreen frame is intro-

p A helium balloon containing tungsten bulbs was placed up in the trees to create this in-
camera ethereal-light effect. u When two 18K HMI Fresnels were aimed toward this

custom-built, bullet-hole-riddled bar-set from the outside — and with the aid of some
atmosphere — “pencil-thin” beams of light filled the room. The scene didn’t make the final
cut. “That happens on every film,” Finney notes. “You sometimes have to ‘kill your babies,’

as they say.” q An ode to 1940s noir, this night interior was shot during the day at a church
in Cape Town, South Africa. It was lit by candlelight and supplemented with Arri SkyPanels.
The windows were filtered, and cranes outside the structure provided blackout frames and

an 18K for moonlight.



virtually no circle of confusion, and
virtually no leeway and very little time
to get it right. And somehow these men
and women are getting incredible
shots. They have to be in a zone where
they’re just getting it.”
          The cinematographer notes that
the most frequently used Summilux-
C focal lengths were 21mm, 25mm
and 29mm, “but we had the full set,
from 16mm to 135mm, and we used
an [Arri/Zeiss 8R] 8mm rectilinear
for quite a few scenes as well.” In
addition to the Alura 15.5-45mm

ates the B camera, having taken over
from Ed Clark in the U.K., with the help
of 1st AC Kent Satram, who took over
for Steve Rees upon the move to South
Africa. 
           The gaffer on the South African
portion of the production is Lesley
Manuel, and the key grip is Mark
Davidson. Gaffer Andy Bailey and key
grip Rupert Lloyd Parry served in the
U.K. 
           Finney reports that he first met
the show’s composer, David Arnold,
“on my graduation film at the NFTS. He

zoom, the production also carried a
45-250mm (T2.6).
           The crew works quickly to get the
last shot while the sun is still well posi-
tioned. When asked later about the
rush, the cinematographer quips, “I’m
always in a mad dash to catch the light.”
With the aid of 1st AC Derek
Ueckermann — who took over for U.K.
first assistant Leo Holba — Fisher
captures a medium shot of Buck, then
pushes into a particularly well-
composed close-up of the boy against
the barren desert. Vince McGahon oper-

The End and the Beginning
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The production aimed to create the look of early filmmaking
for a scene in which Aziraphale and friends perform a dance called a
“gavotte.” They employed a digital Arriflex D-21 that had been modified
to capture only when its custom-integrated Arriflex 435 handle module
is cranked — and to capture according to the speed that the crank is
turned. The camera was first constructed in 2008 at Finney’s request,
with the aid of Bill Lovell, who was then head of digital at Arri Media,
“and the world’s first and only hand-crankable digital camera was
born!” Finney attests. “Ten years later, I asked the current head of
cameras and digital systems, Andrew Prior, to see if he could resurrect
this unique camera.” 

“The D-21 is the only digital motion-picture camera that can
utilize this analog hand-crank system, as it has a 435 analog mirror shut-
ter system,” Prior reports. 

With Matt Fisher operating, Finney both cranked the camera
and handled focus on the Lensbaby creative-effect lens. “If you keep the Lensbaby loose in its mount and hold it while you’re
cranking it,” the cinematographer notes, “you kind of joggle the lens, and that looks like film weave when you see it in camera.
It was mad and crazy, but absolutely appropriate. It was a lovely scene, and people applauded at the end of every take.”

“We [created] a war movie,” Gaiman says of this office retreat gone awry. “Just a little one.” Mackinnon adds, “Whatever genre the
moment demands, that’s what we explore.” 



didn’t study there, but he knew the
director — and his music, even back
then, was fantastic.”
           The production breaks for lunch.
The time-bubble set is broken down,
packed up, and a caravan of crew- and

and B-camera 2nd ACs Ezra Van
Schalkwyk and Leon Lotz, and camera
trainee Kyle Oberholzer. 

Our ride back to set is a bit trickier this
time around, with some lateral sliding
that’s not actually precarious but
certainly memorable. We arrive to see
the prepping of the garden wall, and
notice that the camera crew is adjacent
to the build, shooting something else.
Heeding Gaiman’s advice — “If you get
a chance, peek over somebody’s shoul-
der” — we angle in for a look.
           The dolly-mounted camera is
trained on Adam (Anthony Kaye) and
Eve (Schelaine Bennett) — who are way
off in the distance — yielding a grand
wide-shot that frames them amid the
vast, desolate topography. Adam

gear-laden vehicles rolls off into the
desert. We miss our van to base camp,
so we hitch a ride on the back of a Ford
Ranger that bounces along the uneven,
nearly frictionless ground. Our intrepid
traveling companions are respective A-

The End and the Beginning

           “Crowley’s car is a 1920s Bentley that
can travel at 120 miles an hour,” says Good
Omens cinematographer Gavin Finney, BSC.
Director Douglas Mackinnon adds, “We had
a real vintage Bentley that could do 70 miles
an hour, but only after an
hour of building up to it — so
that wasn’t going to work.
We had to devise different
ways to make it go fast. With
Gavin’s help and an amazing
guy called Lester Dunton [of
Dunton Projection FX, and
son of Joe Dunton, BSC], we
built a Bentley interior.” AC
spoke with Finney about the
setup.
           Gavin Finney, BSC:
With Lester Dunton as kind
of on-set advisor, we shot a
lot of the car interiors, espe-
cially Crowley’s car, with
wraparound rear projection,
rather than greenscreen. We
used a system of projectors [and multiple
screens] not just behind the car [and visible
through side windows], but also projecting
reflections into the windscreen and the
bodywork, so that the interactive lighting is
exactly synced to the background plates

OFF-ROAD WORK

[which had been shot and stabilized by
Dunton]. We would also have a couple of
projectors that would light the actors with
the same footage that was going past them.
           This way, the director, the actors and

the operators, can actually see, in camera,
exactly the finished product — and there’s
no compositing to do. And it’s burnt-in, so
you have to get it right on stage. The projec-
tors that directly lit the actors went through
4-by-4 250 White diffusion frames. The
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projectors causing reflections in the car body-
work were either front-projected onto screens
hung overhead, or back projected if that was
easier to rig. Projectors were Barco 3-chip DLP,
ranging from 8,000 lumens to 40,000 lumens in

brightness.
We had projectors every-

where — on the floor, behind
the windscreen, on trusses. The
projectors were all on
[wheeled] stands, so we could
move them around very quickly.
The car was on [a wheeled rig],
so we’d usually rotate it and
then tweak the lighting. We also
had Kino Flo Celeb [LED panels]
all the way around. 

We did do some green-
screen — there were certain
shots where we start out with
the camera tracking in the road,
and when it’s put together, it
will look like we’re moving
towards the car, around the

side of the window, and then into the car, to a
close-up of Crowley. We couldn’t do that by
projection. It looks great, but that had to be
shot with greenscreen.

 — Andrew Fish

Finney notes that the
2.39:1 aspect ratio suits
the scenes with Adam

Young’s gang, ‘the Them,’
particularly well. “You’ve

got four of them in the
frame, because they’re

always together,” he says.
“You get four close-ups. It
also fit the locations really

well — and [production
designer] Michael Ralph
designed his sets to fit

within that aspect ratio.” 
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wields a green-bladed sword against an
invisible foe. We’re told that he’s fight-
ing a lion to be inserted in post.
           “We photographed the lion at a
U.K. facility called Amazing Animals
that has cages with greenscreens,
camera traps [systems that remotely
trigger the camera for wildlife record-
ing], and lighting rigs, where dangerous
animals can be safely filmed and
humanely treated,” Finney says. “I was
able to exactly match the lighting quality
and direction from the desert shoot, so
that the lion fit into the scene perfectly.
The trainer had seen the South Africa
footage, and was able to make the lion
behave as if he was swatting away
Adam’s sword.”
           Upon completion of Adam’s
desert battle with the phantom predator,
the crew gets a clean shot and then
captures the visual-effects accou-
trements. “They use two balls,” Finney
explains. “There’s a reflective silver ball,
which gives you a 360 of the whole
scene, so they can zoom into it and see
where the cameras, lights, sun and
clouds were. It’s like a fisheye-lens effect.
Then there’s a gray ball, which gives you
the shape of the light and the direction of
it, which they also use to map 3D
elements. And then they have a Macbeth
color checker, so they can get the right
colors. They do that on every shot [that
visual effects is] going to work on. And
with those elements, they can work out
what we were using and where every-
thing was, so they can reproduce that in
the environment of the CGI.
           “Jean-Claude Deguara — ‘J.C.’ —
is the visual-effects supervisor on the
film,” Finney continues. “He works out
of a company called Milk VFX, and
they’re doing the bulk of the effects. He
was there with on-set visual-effects
supervisor David Jones, and they took
notes and reference photographs for
everything — every shot.” 
           As daylight wanes, Kaye and
Bennett are back out on the dunes. Via
megaphone, they’re asked to move 20
paces to the left. Aimed at the hole in the
wall, an Alexa SXT, fitted with a
Summilux-C, is affixed to a jib atop a

The End and the Beginning

          AC visits Cascade Country Manor in the city of Paarl — about an hour’s drive
southeast of Atlantis — where the scene featuring the biblical story of Adam, Eve,
the serpent and the apple will be shot beside a waterfall in the days to come. “We
knew we wanted dappled light,” Finney later recalls, “and the sun is pretty reliable
[on the Western Cape], but again, it moves, and it’s not always where you want it.
So we put an 18K in a tree, which is quite something. Then underneath that we
strung camo netting, [after which] the designer, Michael Ralph, and his crew put in
trees and false foliage, which we could use to create our own space of light and
dapple. We also threw little particles of dust and feathers into the air, so it was alive.
It’s very animated as [the SuperTechno pushes] into the tree and the apple. And for
the reverse, we had a bluescreen [mounted to a Manitou Telehandler lift for set
extension], because we were looking back along a path to a hotel.
          “We wanted to see the waterfall in the background in full flow,” the cine-
matographer adds, “but we were there in the middle of a drought, so they fixed up
a pumping system where they could take the water from the bottom of the falls to
the top, and store it in tanks to be released for each take.”

To shoot a scene with William Shakespeare (Reece Shearsmith) at the Globe Theatre without
having to fill hundreds of seats with background actors, Gaiman had a solution. “‘Oh, that’s
easy!’” he recalls saying to the director. “‘Do you want a rehearsal or do you want it to be a

flop?’ Douglas said, ‘A flop is more fun.’” 



Chapman/Leonard Hybrid III dolly on
tracks. Off to the side are a couple of
silk frames, a 12'x12' Ultrabounce, and
an 18K HMI.
           “When you’re looking directly at
the sun and then the camera pulls back
to the shadow side of the wall, there’s
about a 7-stop difference,” Finney

notes. “So you’re going to have to
pump some light back in, and part of
that was [using the Ultrabounce, which
does so] in a soft manner — and we
added more to it with the 18K. In the
middle of the day an 18K is not going to
do a lot, but at that time of the evening
it’s going to help.” 

The End and the Beginning
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          “There was actually a [note] in the
script,” Gaiman reports, “where I said [the
Noah’s Ark sequence] should be shot in
such a way that implies that we have the
budget to show anything we want to — we
just don’t want to.”



           Looking at the image on the
monitor, we see that the sun is — as
predicted — right bang in the middle.
           There are two “action” cues —
first for the actors to begin their walk,
and then for the camera. A grip pulls
the dolly back from the hole, first

slowly, then speeding up. After the
take, there’s discussion that there
should be footprints leading up to Kaye
and Bennett, who had actually been
driven to the location. A couple of
crewmembers take the walk, making
tracks toward the performers before

disappearing over a dune. 
           The filmmakers ponder a lens
flare and declare it “good.” Action cues
are issued once again. Through a hole in
the wall of the Garden of Eden, we
watch as Adam and Eve go forth into
the wilderness under the setting sun. u
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“It was a very good team, creating this completely new
world,” Finney says of the Good Omens crew. “Seeing
these people unleashed, able to do something mad, is

great fun. There’s nothing too crazy. If the question
was, ‘Is this mad?’ — everyone would go, ‘No!’ There’s

nothing too bonkers to try out.”

The final grade for Good Omens was
performed with FilmLight Baselight by
Gareth Spensley at Molinare in London. “It's
such an important part of what we do now,”
Finney attests, “so it's in my contract — I've
got paid attendance to the grade. Neil
Gaiman and Douglas Mackinnon both sit in
when they can, which [is] quite a lot. It’s crit-
ical to be there to make sure that it gets
done the way you had intended while shoot-
ing. Gareth was an incredible asset and did a
beautiful job on a very complicated grade.”


